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Abstract

This paper intends to make an approximation to the contributions of neuroscience technologies to administration in a digital transformation context, which will be done through a bibliographic search and document analysis based on a review of databases and the collection of those sources considered most relevant to the topic at hand concerning some of the most critical dimensions in this area, such as human resources, leadership, decision-making, and digital business ecosystems. Likewise, it seeks to make a theoretical reflection on the use of neurosciences as a management tool of relevance to organizations. Among the main findings is that applying neuroscience techniques and the traditional ones can improve critical processes within organizations.
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Resumen

El presente artículo tiene como propósito principal establecer una aproximación sobre cuáles son los aportes de las tecnologías en neurociencias al campo de la administración dentro de un contexto de transformación digital.
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esto se hará a partir de una búsqueda bibliográfica y un análisis documental basándose en la revisión respectiva de bases de datos y la extracción de las fuentes que se consideraron más relevantes para el tema tratado, sobre algunas de las dimensiones más importantes de este ámbito, como por ejemplo lo son, los recursos humanos, el liderazgo, la toma de decisiones y los ecosistemas digitales de negocios. Así mismo, se busca hacer una reflexión teórica sobre el uso de las neurociencias como una herramienta importante de gestión en las organizaciones. Uno de los principales hallazgos radica en que la aplicación de técnicas traídas de las neurociencias en complemento con las tradicionales puede llegar a mejorar procesos importantes dentro de las organizaciones.
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1. **Introduction**

Knowledge of the brain, the thoughts on which decision-making is based, how we act or communicate are relevant factors that people and companies should know. Therefore, delving into the principles and developing the appropriate strategies is essential for proper employee and company development (Salas, 2013).

Studying the brain, introducing neuroscience in companies and among managers should be a common practice. Implementing cognitive techniques in organizations should be a core objective to facilitate achieving personal and company goals, encourage and strengthen innovation, and improve full communication. That will better and further cause people and teams to identify with the company (Mozaz, 2009).

In this vein, applied neurosciences are crucial for innovation in leadership, direction, and organization management (Braidot, 2008). Achieving the foregoing requires harnessing neuroscience tools such as the electroencephalogram (EEG), functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI), Eye tracking, Facial movement coding system (FACS), among others (Chávarro and Piña, 2017); (Álvarez, 2012); (Ekman and Oster, 1972).

Concerning the above and the relevance of neuroscience in administration, Braidot (2014) proposes Neuromanagement as the application of Neuroscience to the management and conduction of organizations. The author asserts that Neuromanagement focuses on:

- Neurological processes related to decision making.
- The development of individual and organizational intelligence (team intelligence).
- The planning and management of people (selection, training, group interaction, and leadership).

For Braidot (2014), the benefits of applying Neurosciences to administrative work are in short:

- Enhanced leadership skills development.
- Increased ability to make effective decisions.
- Decreased risk of wrong-choosing people.
- Enriched methods for creativity development.
- Research and new products and services creation gain new dimensions.

The unstopped search for the ability to manage labor relations beyond an economic benefit was the outcome of acknowledging the importance of group behavior, sense of belonging, identity, motivation, self-realization, as well as the attendant organizational skills capable of improving resource and production efficiency, and business development (Bancayan and Dávila, 2018). Thus, neurosciences applied to administration and its different techniques become relevant for companies.

In order to fulfill the outlined objective and approximate the contributions of neurosciences to the organizational arena, a bibliographic search and a documentary analysis were carried out, referencing the sources deemed relevant.

In accordance with the above, this a four-part document outlines as follows: The first section shows relevant neuroscience aspects applied to human resource management, the second one to leadership, and the third one to decision-making, supplemented by the technological context in terms of digital
ecosystems and digital transformation. Lastly, there will be the conclusions drawn from the review.

2. Neurosciences applied to human resource management

The development of neurosciences as an interdisciplinary hub has been highlighted in terms of advancements in knowledge of the brain’s functioning, delving into until-then neglected aspects due to the lack of technology for addressing and harnessing such knowledge to develop practical applications that bring about positive results. Neurosciences have entered various fields, among which administration sciences stand out (Albano, Oviedo, Santero, Sassone, and Martín, 2016).

Applying neuroscience knowledge to administration sciences could improve people’s empathic relationships in organizations and organizations’ relationships with the environment (Tetaz, 2015).

Neurosciences are applied to different aspects of administration (Daparo, Sánchez, and Serrano, 2015). The goal is business progress, and success and the starting point is satisfied internal and external customers. There is no business success without a market appropriately satisfied, and the company’s offer cannot be suitable if not by all-personnel dedication and commitment (Albano, Oviedo, Santero, Sassone, and Martín, 2016). To that end, it is necessary to create tools that satisfy the internal customer needs, which is achieved through motivation.

When it comes to motivation, there is no universality, and, therefore, each individual will become motivated differently. Neurosciences support the field of motivation, allowing us to understand and know precisely, through brain scans, individuals’ motivational factors’ true incidence. Different incentives might trigger the reward neurocircuit, even if unaware that such a reward is expected (Albano, Oviedo, Santero, Sassone, and Martín, 2019).

The areas involved in reward processing, which accordingly act on the motivational system (Grupo Braidot, s.f.) (Manes and Niro, 2015), are:

- Ventral striatum: reward prediction: the ventral pallid is triggered in the expectation of a financial reward.
- Nucleus accumbens: the anticipation of gain.
- Orbitofrontal cortex: gives valence (value to the stimulus) concerning response and the results. It provides feedback when rewards are different than expected.
- Amygdala: it is related to the intensity of the reward.

The evidence has proved that the neuroanatomical regions and their neuropsychological functions are relevant in managing human resources because work behaviors are due to those areas (Bancayan and Dávila, 2018).

It has also been shown how studying the prefrontal cortex enables the development of organizational skills. As a result, organizational competencies can afford motivation-enabling behavior, teamwork, and communication, which are later on reflected in the perceived organizational climate and interpersonal relationships (Bancayan and Dávila, 2018). Below are some techniques used in the human resource management processes such as personnel selection, induction, training, and workplace wellbeing.

One of the tools that neurosciences have afforded human resource management for personnel selection, specifically, is precisely for one of the most challenging processes for candidates to overcome: the interview. For use, the “Neuropsychology” or “Affective” applications are necessary, and the consultant must have a computer with a webcam. In this case, an integrated camera placed in front of the applicant has been used, and it records the emotions elicited during the interview, so the results produced by the software will be available to the interviewer later on, which will allow them to compare whether the responses that the applicant verbalized match the emotions that he or
she experienced (Pocoví, 2013). Likewise, the Facial Movement Coding System (FACS) makes it possible to study universal expressions to express happiness, sadness, rage, surprise, fear, and disgust (Ekman and Oster, 1972). Because emotion is construed as the ability to communicate feelings and make known the moods that allow others to identify what the other is feeling (Jeanneret, Oña, Rego, Vaiman, and Pereno, 2015), in the case of human resources, it would be the consultant or psychologist who is conducting the interview.

Biofeedback (which harnesses the galvanic response elements, electrocardiography, and others for machines like the polygraph, galvanometers, specific software, among others) is amply used in admission tests in many organizations worldwide (El Empleo, 2017; Salazar, 2019).

Another neuroscience-based technique is job shadowing. Job shadowing is the technique where a worker spends a certain amount of time directly observing a worker who performs the same tasks for which he or she is undergoing training. Hence the term job shadowing (professional observation), for the worker undergoing training becomes a “shadow” to the person who performs the tasks, observing in detail the tasks to be executed and taking note of those details that make up the proper performance of the needs of the job in question (Reyes and Narváez, 2018). This technique is used in induction and training processes for new employees.

The technique is grounded in the functioning of mirror neurons, whose core mission is to mirror the activity being observed. In this way, the new would-be employee activates these neurons in their brain by contemplating the execution of specific tasks, causing their brain to simultaneously represent the same guidelines for carrying out the task (Fernández V., 2015).

Another human resource management process is the reward system (emotional salary, job flexibility, support, and professional growth, among others), which has an explanation in the neurosciences. The scientist Wolfram Schultz affirms that the stimuli that excite dopaminergic neurons (the reward circuit) can drive learning and motivation (Schultz, 2015), wherefore its application would impact the organization’s collaborators.

In short, these tools help optimize time, money, methodology, and human resources processes such as personnel selection, induction, and development, turning them into technology-based processes capable of improved results and lowered turnover rates (Pocoví, 2013). There is plenty of evidence of their use in business on different websites about organizational matters, among which we can mention the company blogs such as Brain Investigations (Brain Vestigations, 2018), Revista Digital Inesem (Fernández V., 2015), SesameTime (Sesametime, undated), Employment Orientation (OPEM, undated), International School of Business Neuroscience (Esco Universitas, undated), among others. Work on the issue is also done in training courses on planning and human resources integration (Barcena, Cruz, Dávila, León, Montiel, and Pichardo, 2019).

3. Neurosciences applied to leadership

Over the years, the sciences studying the brain have developed a new specialty known as neuroleadership. This new approach has managed to position itself in different fields of labor under the support of various neuroscience discoveries that brought remarkable improvements in the growth of organizations, thereby becoming a fundamental management tool. In addition, Neuroleadership has managed to conflate with traditional forms of leadership, thus becoming scientific and rigorous in nature (Ghadiri, Habermacher, and Peters, 2012).

Neuroleadership is the application of neurosciences and what can be learned from them regarding how people lead and manage teams and the human factor and general business issues. Nowadays, thanks to neurosciences, we know how attention, motivation, emotion, cognition work. It is a series of factors that teach us how to lead people better to reach their goals and improve an organization’s staff effectiveness and efficiency (Poelmans, 2014).
The term neuroleadership was mentioned for the first time between 2008 and 2009 by David Rock, who has made a great effort to disseminate it (Poelmans, 2014). However, Otalora (2017) asserts the term was first coined in 2012, not in 2009, during a conference at the Universidad de la Rioja where the matter of how leaders’ brains work and how they become “quiet leadership” that “leads over time” was being dealt with.

According to Braidot (2013), among the factors that have driven this new approach’s growth is the development of equipment that allows observing brain reactions in real-time. For example, the author claims that the best equipment is brain scans, functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI) as these allow seeing which areas of the leader’s brain are trigger when undergoing a motivational process with their group and thereby to what extent do emotions favor or hinder their performance.

Some of the valuable discoveries harnessed in neuroleadership, according to Vallejo, Abarca, Uquillas, and Ramirez (2017), are:

- **Neuroplasticity**: the brain’s ability to reform, reshape, and reorganize.
- **Neurolearning**: teaching knowing what your mental potential is and how the brain learns.
- **Learning by association**: association is the way people learn.

Neurosciences cover different disciplines such as neurology, neurobiology, neurochemistry, neurophysiology, and cognitive neuroscience. Nevertheless, cognitive neuroscience may be most helpful in studying these phenomena (Waldman, Balthazard, and Peterson, 2011) by understanding cognitive and social interaction (Caballero and Lis, 2016). Some contributions of neuroscience to leadership include the following:

- **Emotional regulation**: a leader must know how to manage his or her emotions, especially negative ones, because these cannot be transmitted onto the team in order not to jeopardize performance (Boyatzis, Passarelli, Koening, Mathew, Mathew, Stoller and Philips, 2012). The authors Ochsner and Lieberman (2001) propose five ways how leaders can regulate their emotions: the first is by selecting strategies as a predictive and anticipatory mechanism, which enables them to face altered emotional states; the second is to face the situation intending to change it; the third is to focus on a different aspect of the situation to elicit a positive reaction; the fourth is to reinterpret the situation in order to lessen the emotional response to it, and the fifth is revaluation.

- **Influence**: leaders must be able to influence others positively. The ability to influence is subject to the ability to process information. Perform that process requires engaging the active memory. Its methods for processing are visual and auditory. The latter is triggered through melodies or messages that enter through the ear and engages the auditory cortex. The former, through visual material, triggers the visual cortex that is better able to process information due to more connections to the brain. The possibility of making other people visualize what is said is a mechanism to influence them, also known as “storytelling,” i.e., the ability to tell memorable stories that positively influence others (Fredericksen, 2017).

- **Generating change**: making a change in an organization is not an easy task because change is perceived as a threat, and the limbic level of the brain is prepared to face threats. It assesses the situation instantaneously and sends the prefrontal cortex red flags that are manifest themselves in people’s thoughts and behaviors. Cognitive neurosciences can help counteract those negative behaviors through effective communication that clearly shows the objectives of the change and how it would benefit collaborators; it would seek to engage the reward neurocircuit (Álvarez, 2012). Activities such as training, self-efficacy would also counteract the harmful effects of change.

4. Neurosciences applied to decision making

Up until the late 20th century, decision-making was thought of as a rational process
whereby a final decision was reached, based on data and analysis, as well as an assessment of the different possible alternatives to achieve a specific objective (Rodríguez and Pinto, 2010). However, the psychologist Daniel Kahneman, winner of the 2002 Nobel Prize in economics, affirms that decisions are not rational but influenced by aspects such as intuition (Kahneman, 2002).

Advancements in new technologies applied to the study of the brain (neuroscience) have made it possible to learn the numerous existing connections between the regions of the prefrontal lobes and structures of the limbic system (where primitive neural circuits related to emotions are located), concluding that decision-making is an emotional process. Furthermore, recent studies have shown that human cognition and emotion are in constant interaction, sharing anatomical and functional brain structures, thus ruling out the existence of a rational vs. an emotional brain, as was believed for decades (Sarmiento, Ríos, and Rodríguez, 2018).

Neuroscience has attempted to understand and explain the biological mechanisms that mediate decision-making. Three elements have been proven to mediate decision-making: stress, focus, and sagacity (Caballero and Lis, 2016).

The paper published by Sarmiento and Ríos (2017) shows evidence that emotions and intuition guide decisions under mediation by brain structures such as the amygdala (related to negative emotions like stressors), which prevent the prefrontal cortex from functioning correctly. In addition, the dopaminergic neurons in the ventral tegmental area and the striatum are also affected by stress, influencing decision-making and affecting neurocognitive activity. Another finding is the influence of the state of mind in facing the solution to the problem: a positive state of mind led to the solution of complex problems that required discernment or creativity (Caballero and Lis, 2016).

On the other hand, the release of the hormones called catecholamines (Nogareda, 2018), as a response mechanism against stress, has encouraged studies attempting to show how the release of different substances such as dopamine and norepinephrine influence cognitive function and physiology through signaling mechanisms; this affects the loss of cognitive abilities (Rodriguez and de Rivas, 2011).

Some studies, such as the one carried out by Kawasaki, Nishimura, Takizawa, Koike, Satomura, Sakakibara, Sakurada, Yamagishi, Nishimura, Yoshikawa, Inai, Nishioaka, Eriuchi, Kakiuichi, Araki, Kan, Umeda, Shimazu, Hashimoto, Kawakami, and Kasai (2015) show that there is a negative relationship between work stress and the prefrontal cortex, which hinders cognitive abilities. Likewise, Basten, Biele, Heekeren, and Fiebach (2010) affirm that investigations conducted using functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI) have found that the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the ventral prefrontal cortex associate in comparing costs and benefits and show the difference of this comparison by neural cues of benefit anticipation produced by the amygdala and ventral striatum. This way, the brain compares cost and benefit when a person decides whether or not to accept a choice.

Among the tools brought from neuroscience to the decision-making process is eye tracking. Studies on eye movement-determined decision-making have been used to develop effective decision-making models and describe the processes that the brain must perform while the sensory and perceptual mechanisms gather information from the outside world and the decision-making mechanisms select the appropriate behavior to execute an action based on that sensory information (Gutiérrez, 2019).

Other investigations have also been carried out regarding insight, a key component in decision-making. The results have yielded findings comparing the moment before decision-making and the moment when the action is executed. For example, people who analytically solved a problem showed brain activity in the area dealing with visual information (Caballero and Lis, 2016).

For the authors Ernst and Paulus (2005), the decision-making process entails three chief stages in the brain. The first is the formation of preferences. Cognitive and affective processes, like those in the neural
circuits, coding of values, and emotional evaluation, are triggered in this stage. The second stage is the execution of the action. Here, the action is executed based on preferences, which implies choosing the highest expected reward. The last one is experiencing the result, where an assessment is made between expectations and the actual outcome from executing the action.

5. Digital Ecosystems and Migration to Digital Transformation

The world, through dynamic, changing markets, subject to different internal and external factors, creates an operating framework based on information and communication technologies, and it is here where the role of technology derived from applied neuroscience takes on even more importance for the study of human behavior, placing the brain as an element for observation and biometrics, such as measuring its activity (García Carrasco and Juanes Méndez, 2013).

These changing realities have led to the emergence of digital ecosystems, business ecosystems, where different actors coexist in symbiosis and contribute their skills and capabilities to the ecosystem so that it will function effectively (Chew, Derosby, Kelly, Miracky, Eggers and Muoio, 2015).

These business ecosystems work under aggregate, social, or mobilization platforms (Chew, Derosby, Kelly, Miracky, Eggers, and Muoio, 2015), and it is there that using neurosciences-derived biometrics would afford more decisive information when attempting to understand and meet the needs of the client or the organization. For instance, using eye-tracking to prepare visual stimuli, heat maps, gaze positioning routes, pupillometry to measure the impact of stimulation, analyze and detect facial microexpressions to determine the emotions elicited by interaction, among other technologies capable of feeding databases for big data, machine learning, artificial intelligence and platforms in general, improving the design of its contents.

This is how the interactions between these ecosystems, on top of the individual, cultural, anthropological, social, biological experiences of each actor to them, directly modify their brain activity, a product of brain plasticity, which must be taken into account to keep the actors to the business ecosystem satisfied and permanently engaged with their contributions to the ecosystem (García Carrasco and Juanes Méndez, 2013).

Digital ecosystems, such as those that emerged in recent decades, pursue the fundamental objective to achieve a digital economy where value is created, which has been observed to be the product of engaging robust digital platforms and intelligent information management as the primary sources of value (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 2019)

Technological advancements have strengthened these ecosystems together with globalization and the digital migration of industries, which have led to a shift in the way work is done and how the world and markets’ needs are perceived and conceived (World Bank Group, 2019) (Oppenheimer, 2018) (Ruan, Tsai, Zhang, and Zheng, 2017).

From analog to digital, these worldview changes bring about many questions, especially in the adaptation processes of companies that have retained their analogous practices rooted in the heart of the organization and its members. Such changes or modifications must stem from the organization itself through how it carries out its activities and how its members conceive and execute their work, attitudes, and, above all, the demands, requirements, and needs of its clients (Harshak, Schmaus, and Dimitrova, 2013).

The digital economy, made up of digital business ecosystems, is in direct contact with traditional administration, which must adapt through technological and scientific policies. This makes it necessary to use innovative tools that enable and enhance such digital transformation processes (Kletsøva, Polozhentseva, and MoroŞan-DĂnilĂ, 2019).

Companies that are forced to shift from traditional, physical, to adapting and sustaining themselves in the digital world realm and undertake strategies centered around leadership and human resources rather than based merely on technological aspects (Kane, 2019).
The transition to the digital economy requires transforming how administrative processes are carried out, beyond the regulation of processes and infrastructure development. This is how the administration must become aware of the impacts and added value an organization might gain if restructured around the technological information management processes (Altukhova, Vasileva, and Yemelyanov, 2018).

There are various challenges that digital transformation contexts bring along for companies; that is why it is vital to assess the potential risks of migrating from an analogous scheme to a digital one and how to deal with them and avoid the attendant effects (Khanchel, 2019). In order to face those challenges that lead the organization to be part of a digital business ecosystem, the first step is to identify critical behaviors to guide towards a multi-channel digital culture (Harshak, Schmaus, and Dimitrova, 2013).

The world has gone through several industrial revolutions, the first one in mid-1776 with the appearance of steam engines, social classes, and workers’ revolts. The second one with Henry Ford’s contributions to mass production, electricity, and the use of various materials. The third one took place in the mid-1970s with the appearance of computer systems and the birth of the internet, and the last revolution understood as the “transformation of the world economy” into a digital economy (Martínez, 2019). The fourth industrial revolution (Industry 4.0) is the digital transformation revolution. This revolution has hit various industries, including construction and how the supply chain is managed, known as construction 4.0 (Danjou, Bled, Cousin, Roland, Perrier, Bourgault and Pellerin, 2020). Likewise, markets such as electricity have been affected by the new scenarios digital ecosystems pose, where companies almost necessarily, find themselves needing to adapt to the requirements that digital transformations bring about (Chaparro-Peláez, Acquila-Natale, Hernández-García, and Iglesias-Pradas, 2020).

This transformation has undergone stages that range from the use of autonomous systems, networks, services, data, information, cyberspaces to the digital age where digital identity, big-data, machine learning, the internet of things, robotics, artificial intelligence, hyper-connectivity, among other trends, make up the basis underpinning digital ecosystems and marking the migration processes towards the digital transformation (D’Antonio and de Lima Pancorbo, 2019).

Following that train of thought, the digital transformation makes ever-more trained and specialized professionals in information and communications technologies necessary for each sector of the industry and the economy, where digital ecosystems are consolidated. Likewise, all employees need to be sufficiently prepared and develop the digital skills necessary to face the changes that this new reality brings along (Huđek, Sirec, and Tominc, 2019).

Changes in the ways of work and leadership are necessary to enter the digital transformation; however, it is observed that some aspects have yet to be studied in-depth, such as work-life, health, the use of information and communication technologies, performance, human resource management, and organizational hierarchies, which have proved themselves elementary in the migration towards digital ecosystems (Schwarzmüller, Brosi, Duman, and Welpe, 2018). This is where neuroscience applied to organizations gain relevance.

Multiple studies and research have been conducted on digital transformation and its implementation in some sectors in the economy such as agro-industry, finance, automotive, manufacturing, education, construction, among others (Fernández and Gutiérrez, 2019); Villarreal, García, Hernández, and Steffens, 2019; Chen, Su, Liu, and Xiang, 2020). The importance lies in the fact that incorporating new technologies into business management processes has become a competitive factor nowadays and determines an organization’s strategy (Vázquez, Chivite, and Salinas, 2019). However, such an implementation has not limited itself to the economy or organizations in particular. Some investigations have gone further and proposed the digital transformation of an entire country such as Thailand and India, with government structures as the central...
The drivers that lead an organization to engage in a digital transformation are diverse: some wish to get closer to the customer, set up strong relationships, cross-sell, while others see it as an effective approach to address management issues, such as human resources, efficiency, productivity, and successful business methods design (Nadeem, Abedin, Cerpa, and Chew, 2018). Although the most common driver is usually further closeness with customers, human resource management gains relevance in the digital transformation every day, such as the proposal of Enech, Baguant, and Ivanov (2019) about a Human Resources Information System (HRIS) to support organizations’ HR functions. This is a computer system used to acquire, store, manipulate, analyze, retrieve and distribute human resources-related information, and its purpose is to help organizations automate most HR functions. Furthermore, HRIS has become an essential strategic tool since they collect and manage information for decision-making, which would more closely account for what is actually happening in collaborators’ minds if nurtured by and coupled with neuroscience technologies.

That new business world reality requires the support of knowledge derived from neurosciences to understand the behavior of clients and the other actors to the digital ecosystems, especially concerning human resource management, leadership processes, and decision-making, where contributions to the business world are already being made.

6. Conclusions

The above documentary is evidence of specific contributions that neurosciences have made to administration and some of its most important dimensions, such as human resource management, leadership, and decision-making. Thus, neurosciences’ tools and techniques make it possible to improve company processes, in addition to traditional techniques.

Concerning HR processes, using specialized software (Neuropsychology, Affectiva, or FACS) in selection processes can help find the ideal candidate for a job, and the job shadowing technique can ease the adaptation of new collaborators, where induction processes are concerned. Also, a reward system that enables motivation and learning will help workplace wellbeing. Those techniques could reduce high turnover rates in companies.

Regarding leadership, it is evident that successful leaders must handle their emotions, help see changes as unthreatening and exert a positive influence over their work team. With the help of technologies such as brain scans or functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI), it is possible to account for a leader’s performance in the face of their group and review aspects to be improved in the motivational processes.

Regarding decision-making, high levels of stress were found to affect the process, as it was shown to weaken the cognitive function; thus, stress requires close monitoring. Likewise, moods, emotions, and intuition also mediate in decision making. Another aspect to bear in mind is those brain structures’ functions mediating this dimension, like the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the ventral prefrontal cortex, which regulate processes such as cost-benefit comparisons, a function that is common in the administrative field.

This paper has also shown how some brain functions and processes must be observed in the business environment, for they can affect human resource management, leadership, and decision-making, if unknown.

Likewise, it is established that our changing world has turned and migrated administrative environments towards the digital business ecosystems, where neurosciences can be harnessed to contribute actions and biometric practices that allow monitoring adaptation to change and help understand reactions, needs, interests, and better forms of communication with all actors to the digital ecosystems.

The variety of technologies addressed are transversal to administration and physically and through digital contexts. Throughout the theoretical and research sources that referred to them and mentioned in this paper, the following have been found: Eye tracking, Biofeedback, polygraph, GSR, EEG,
ECG, Facial recognition of emotions, and Functional Magnetic Resonance are the most widely used.

Concerning the field of administration, it is evident that neuroscience technologies can be harnessed in any area that requires human interaction because these precisely analyze the human factor; in other words, they may be used in economics (neuroeconomics) (Arias, 2017), leadership (neuroleadership) (Ghadiri, Habermacher, and Peters, 2012), finance (neurofinance) (Hernández, 2010) (Ramírez, 2019), personnel management (neuroselection of personnel) (Bancayan and Dávila, 2018) (Reyes and Narváez, 2018), marketing (neuromarketing) (Alvarez, 2012), communications (neurocommunication) (Fredericksen, 2017), I+R+D (innovation, research, and development) (neurodesign, neuro-innovation) (Puente & Pinilla, 2018) (Soto, Ácevedo, and Labrador, 2015), and organizational management (neuromanagement) (Braidot, 2008)
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